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Abstract  

When many authors were referring to radio and television as „new media‟ some years ago, little did they 

realize that a group of media will later emerge that will sooner be termed „newer‟. An author wrote a paper 

afterwards and titles it thus: „After computer, what next?”. All these point to the fact that the world of 

technology is not static. Nigeria, like every other nation is not relenting in her efforts in moving with time. 

When mobile phones first came to Nigeria, many felt it will wipe off the telecommunications company 

which was statutorily on ground but today, the technology is making life easy for young and old.  

This study is an addition to the relevant literatures on media research especially the accommodation of 

ubiquitous technologies on Nigerian campuses. It will focus its attention mainly on the use of mobile or 

smart phones and investigate the extent of usage on campuses in Nigeria.  

It started with a discussion on the features of phones and move to present what the study described as 

„unguarded intimacy‟ with the technology among university-aged students. The study found out that the 

students make use of phones everywhere, including restricted spaces like banking halls, and lecture rooms. 

Some confessed to causing accidents on campus because they were engaging phones while driving. It 

however recommends educational discussions on mobile phones, to enhance students‟ positive and 

moderate usage of the technology.  
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The Chemistry of Mobile Phones/Background to the Study  

Pichardo (2012) described mobile phones composition in his summary. He said: „The potential for mobile 

phones grows when you think of them as powerful hand held computers, complete with camera, speakers 

and a whole host of educational apps…. If truly phones are computers, then they must majorly be 

composed of (i) a display screen (ii) a keyboard and a (iii) processor or a central processing unit. Camera, 

speakers, stop watch, flex and calculator are built in to complement the technology.  

Mobile phones also have other components which are electronic in nature. Prominent among these are the 

battery and the memory chip. The battery provides the energy required to power the phones while the 

memory chip stores information for the phones operating system and things that can be user customized. 

All the parts of a phone are very important and relevant-to-talk-about. When one part is defective, the 

whole system might be defective. This makes mobile phone as small and as movable as they are, to be an 

interesting innovation to study.  

They easily get spoilt. Not all are rugged. They also get lost mainly because of their sizes. They are  easily 

stolen irrespective of whether they are cheap or expensive. They put food on the table for many. For 

example because of the fragile nature of their parts, a group of people emerged, receiving their daily bread 

in Nigeria through the sales of phones‟ accessories. One may be tempted to conclude that because of the 

points listed above, one should discard the use of phones, but the pluses according to optimists are more 

than the minuses. So, you can buy as many phones as possible within a short period. No wonder, Rainbow 

(2012) concluded that „it makes sense to use them in education rather than a machine that belongs to school 

which students will leave behind at the end of the day‟.  

All the parts are replaceable although at a cost. From interaction with mobile phone users, (mainly 

students), the parts or the accessory that they replace commonly are the battery and the screen. Many 

confessed that some expensive phones like „Blackberry‟ and „Android‟ came with „not too strong‟ battery 

that needs replacement from time to time. Many believe that the batteries run down as a result of over 

usage. The questions therefore arise: to what extent do Nigerian undergraduate students use mobile phones? 

What do they use phones for? Is there any reason for the recent attachment to phones?  

The study   has chosen the university as focus because of three major reasons: (i) parents are mindful of 

„age‟ in allowing their teenagers or secondary school students to use mobile phones.  The teenagers in the 

boarding schools are only allowed to utilize phones during holidays while the parents withdraw them as 
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soon as the teenagers are ready to go back to school. A day student on the other hand who utilizes mobile 

phone(s) only strives to smuggle it into the classroom.  (ii) The university students are expected to be more 

matured in age and experience, recognizing the educational values of phones. (iii) There is a recent 

attachment to phones by university – aged students which appear to be strange and needs investigating.  

Mihailidis (2014) concluded that „college students are at a formative stage in their lives, where particular 

worldviews tend to be more engagement – based…. Exploring this particular stage in life of young people 

can illuminate the use of mobile phones for daily engagement in digital culture, he added.  

This is why this study has specially chosen a research whereby the extent of mobile phones are investigated 

among the university – aged – students.  

 

The Unguarded Intimacy  

The scenarios in Nigeria is not different from the one Mihailidis (2014) described in his study where he 

explores the role of mobile phones in the daily life of young people in the United States. In fact, this is 

about the first time that our grasp of a technology will be hundred percent (100%) in terms of intimacy. 

With the other technologies, we part with them after utilizing them for a little while. Mihalidis described a 

breed „checking phones literally every 2 to 3 minutes and a bundle who are diligent about returning wall 

posts, tweets, comments and other feeds without ceasing.  

The phase „Extra Cool‟ is not new among Nigerians especially those in the media who have been watching 

the nail-biting development. Adults began to observe with keen interest the engagement with media leaving 

the teeming youths sleepless between the hours of twelve in the morning till four the same day. (12.00 – 

4.00am) Nigerian time. The calls by design were free and an adult will begin to wonder what the 

„unstoppable gist‟ was all about. The „slogan – „we are „talking people‟ filled the whole atmosphere. The 

questions when the service was on were many:  (i) what made the facilitators to fix the engagement time 

within those hours? (ii) What is „cool‟ about an engagement that will leave one sleepless for hours while 

the eyes will be swollen in the morning? Yet, the crowds were able to cope. Today, the engagement is 

dying down gradually for a related development – tapping of phones‟ keyboard.  

The recent development among the youths in Nigeria, among who are undergraduates is the tapping of 

phones from time to time. These engagements or what this study will call unguarded intimacy‟ they carried 

into worship grounds like churches, fellowships and mosques. The adults could not stop these 

engagements. It is not a new thing to queue up in front of a public toilet waiting for a user who is busy 

inside pressing or tapping a phone.  

Turkle (2003, 2005, 2006) in Mihailidis (2012) described this growing dependence as “tethering” which is 

further painted as „the reliance on technology to facilitate self-worth, community and communication. She 

concluded: “our new intimacy with machines compels us to speak of a new state of the self, itself….a new 

place for the situation of a tethered self‟ (p.1). She saw this growing dependence on mobile phones as an 

act of self-establishment, where youth, through their mobile devices „turn other persons into „self-objects‟ 

to shore up their fragile sense of self‟ (p. 128).  

Among the universities‟ students, using expensive phones lie „Blackberry‟ or „Android‟ has become a 

symbol of social status (Ojo, 2013). Although the intent of this study is not to review Mihailidis study. One 

cannot however but mention some of his views. To him, the attachment is mere of a civic engagement – 

moved by a necessity or a bid to respond in large-scale to political or civil injustices. Actually, it looked 

like it! but such move can be diverted into the classroom as well. This study would not want to join the 

schools of thought who believe that the use of mobile phones in the classroom is a mirage, but how can the 

media be diverted into such use? From investigations, at the secondary school level where its usage has 

been „tried out‟ on a small scale, the „customized mobiles‟ were rooted by the students, defeating the whole 

purpose of making them educational.  

This however should not bring discouragement to the educational sector. Other media like the television 

and the films started by first of all being media of entertainment. The intimacy is global and lightly 

expressed in Mihailidis‟ write up where he commented:  
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The implications of this attachment to phones permeated all parts 

of daily life, to the point where students mentioned, “hearing false 

ringtones, feeling vibrations in pockets where phones 

aren’t…refreshing Twitter and Facebook upwards of 40 times an 

hour. 

The situation is not different in Nigeria among the youths. In fact, „collaborativeness‟ – a feature that has 

been sparingly evident among students is now made a common occurrence.  

Another dimension into which the students use the phones is portrayed in the way they carry them into 

spiritual realm. From investigation, some Nigerian youth now practice what they call „Conference Prayer 

„Multicommunicating‟ a term given to a scenario whereby two or more people come together utilizing their 

mobile or smart phones in the place of prayer. In all of these, we see leaves to be borrowed in the 

educational sector. Grinols and Rajesh (2014) summed this up when they wrote:  

Since instructors have more (if not always complete) control of 

students’ learning time and environment inside the classroom than 

they have of students’ outside – class learning time or environments, 

developing opportunities  where smartphones are tools to encourage 

learning may find more acceptance than attempts to ban phones from 

the classroom (p. 89).  

 

Research Methodology  

Population and Sample  

Four hundred undergraduate students were randomly selected for this  study which took place on four 

Nigerian University Campuses. Of the entire sample, 48% (n-192) were male, while 52% (n=208) were 

female. The respondents were spread across academic disciplines. Several spaces were chosen ranging 

from their lecture rooms, hostels, amphi theatre, libraries and the banking halls within the campus. All the 

respondents (100%) of the sample owned mobile phones, of which some were smartphones that offered 

apps while some were internet-enabled phones. The study used a simple questionnaire and observation 

method.  

Results and Discussions  

All the respondents (100%) confessed that they are not supposed to use mobile phones in the lecture rooms. 

More than half of them (68%) – 272 in number however confessed that they still use their mobile phones in 

the lecture rooms despite the ban. They indicated that they used phone more outside the lecture room. This 

probably may be due to the fact that some lecturers frown at its usage in the lecture room.  

Some of the things they indicated they do with the phones include: (i) browsing in the internet (ii) short text 

messaging (sms) (iii) voice calls (iv) listening to music (v) camera and video recording (vi) capturing 

lecture notes (vii) playing games  (viii) voice recording (ix) responding to facebook messages and tweets.  

Sixty of them (15%) confessed that they own a car which they drive on their respective campuses. All of 

them indicated that they respond to calls, facebook messages and tweets while driving. Eight of them (2%) 

confessed that they had caused – accident on their campuses as a result of the act. This number too could 

have reduced because those that are car owners among the students reiterated that there is a fine for causing 

accident on campus.  

Respondents also reacted to whether they use phones in the banking halls despite the restrictions. Two 

hundred and thirty-six of them (59%) attested to the fact that they use mobile phones even in the banking 

halls. When asked about the reason(s) why they defer the order, those who indicated that they use their 

phones in the banking halls also indicated that they find it difficult to do without their mobile phones.  

Lastly, about two hundred and forty respondents (60%) indicated that given every opportunity, they will 

use their mobile phones in the toilet while the remaining forty percent indicated otherwise.  
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

This study has outlined the extent of usage of mobile phones among students on Nigerian – campuses. 

Virtually every university student has a mobile phone or a smartphone. Each individual has different things 

they do with the phone ranging from voice calls, short text messaging, listening to music and responding to 

facebook messages and tweets to mention but a few. Banning phones has proven impractical among the 

students as they use them in places like banks, lecture rooms and even inside their cars.  

Because their ban in the lecture rooms has failed, lecturers run the risk of phones having detrimental effect 

during classes. There is also the risk of having outside distraction. Curtailing the use while driving has also 

proved abortive. The study recommendations are as follows:  

 The authorities should create ways to make mobile phones/smartphones‟ usage contribute to the 

learning environment.  

 Workshops should be organized where educational discussion on the use of the compact 

technology will be presented. This would provide better context for understanding their use of 

these devices both inside and outside the lecture rooms.  
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